
R o s e  G a r d e n  P a l a c e ,  R o m e ,  I t a l y

Rose Garden Palace, Rome, Italy

Via Boncompagni, 19
Rome, Italy

Phone: 39 06-421741
Fax: 39 06-481-5608
E-mail: ninfo@rosegardenpalace.com
Web: https://www.rosegardenpalaceroma.com/en/

Year Renovated: 2004
Check in Time: 2:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 5
Total Number of Rooms: 65
General Manager: Gabrielle Sellicci

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

Located 80 meters off Via Vittorio Veneto and just around the corner from Rome's pre-
eminent old-world diva, the Westin Excelsior, this contemporary boutique-hotel is a prime
property, and one that complements this chain's decidedly well-located sibs on Rodeo Drive
and Sunset Boulevard (to name a few).

Property Overview

The marble-floored lobby is fragrant with exotic floral arrangements, and the precincts are
fastidiously maintained, sleek and modern.

In the lobby lounge, white stone floors under the vaulted barrel roof give a clean minimalist
backdrop to the eclectic modern (and comfortable) seating. Against the wall, a cove-lit bookcase adds a literate note. The internet corner
provides guests with complimentary access to e-mail and flight info.

Service here is excellent, and little surprises such as an indoor pool and a pretty garden terrace restaurant make this a real gem.

This hotel is well-equipped with a winning amenity roster. The bar has a glass skylight ringed with recessed lighting that adds to the bright
atmosphere; piped-in Latin jazz adds mood music. Light meals and bar nibbles are offered, and a terrace allows imbibers an opportunity to
take in some fresh air.

The restaurant, Il Roseto, garners little attention from the outside world but does offer its guests a well-rounded regional menu and prompt

room service. Breakfast is the only meal here on Sunday. The seasonal terrace and
conservatory section add interest.

Stairs drop to a gym, sauna, massage room and pool. It's really a large, shallow whirlpool but
still a rarity in central Rome.

Accommodations

Guest rooms align with the contemporary look seen in the common areas. A few boast
antiques, oversize picture frames matted with small pictures create an arty visual, quality
textured carpeting lies underfoot, and ottomans paired to club chairs strike a comfortable
balance.

High-ceilings, windows that open and flowing drapery add a residential vibe. Excellent double, queen or king beds are piled high with linen
bedding and feather pillows.

Baths are stylish marble-clad numbers with Maison Margeila toiletries. Common are stylish walk-in showers, though suites have tubs. Extras
include slippers, robes and electronically controlled blinds over the windows.

Opt for a larger, brighter Deluxe room over one of the entry-level Superior rooms. Still, even the Superior rooms are adequately proportioned
at 200 sq ft; Deluxe rooms are 500 sq ft. The 400-sq-ft corner suites eyeing the American Embassy are impressive indeed.
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Rooms on the top two floors have engaging city views; top picks include 406, 411 and 503. This hotel does not offer adjoining rooms.

Nonstandard Amenities

Room service runs 7 am-midnight. There are rates that included breakfast, but it's not the
norm. Parking is US$45. Wi-Fi is complimentary.

Advisor Notes

This top-seated boutique-hotel is a feather in the cap of Luxe Hotels, indeed, but their track
record of consistent updates and renovations bodes well for the hotel and its long roster of
returning guests.

This is suitable for all—young, old, leisure travelers and business folk—and its restrained
contemporary style doesn't require a headlamp to navigate the common areas and corridors,
nor will you feel the need to call a chiropractor after lingering too long in the trendy seating.

Comparable Properties

This place slips in alongside Fortyseven Hotel and Capo d'Africa. For fans of contemporary style, this is a more engaging option than the
Ambasciatori Palace on nearby Via Veneto, competing more on a par with its traditional peer Hotel Savoy. Still, this is generally a more
affordable option.

Although the energetic, expensive and superbly appointed Aleph is certainly one of the leaders in the neighborhood, this tranquil and elegant
catch-all hotel is comfortable in its own skin.

Many travelers prefer this hotel over the Lord Byron, thanks to its moderate rates and wonderful location. This safe neighborhood is another
highlight.

Latest Revision:   October 2019

Basic Information

Year Renovated: 2004

Number of Floors: 5

Number of Rooms: 65

Chain: ErmesHotels
Chain Website:

https://www.ermeshotels.com

Rates & Policies

Cancellation Policy: 48 hrs

prior to arrival date

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location

In Rome. In the city
center. Airport, Highway.

Nearest Airports:

Rome / Fiumicino- 35 km

Restaurants On-
Site

Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar

On Site

Il Roseto Restaurant & Bar
(Italian and international cuisine)

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

Air Conditioning

Cable/Satellite Television

Mini-Bar

Refrigerator

Rooms for Non-smokers

Safe (In Room)

Telephone

Television

Voicemail

NEARBY

Bicycling

Golf Course

Jogging Trails

ON-SITE

Health Club

Health Spa/Massage

Hot Tub

Pool (Indoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES

Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Multi-lingual Staff

Paid Onsite Parking

Room Service

Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES

A-V Equipment

Business Center

Meeting Facilities

PET AMENITIES

Pets Allowed

Meetings Facilities

1 Meeting Rooms holding 65 people.
105 sq m of Meeting Space

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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S o f i t e l  R o m e  V i l l a  B o r g h e s e ,  R o m e ,  I t a l y

Sofitel Rome Villa Borghese, Rome, Italy

Hotel Map & Neighborhood

© 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © OpenStreetMap© OpenStreetMap TermsTerms

2000 feet2000 feet 500 m500 m

Road

Via Lombardia 47
Rome, Italy

Rates: $459-$1,301 (USD)

Phone: 39 06-478021
Fax: 39 06-482-1019
Toll Free: 844-382-2267
E-mail: H1312-re@accor.com
Web: https://sofitel.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-1312-
sofitel-roma-villa-borghese/index.shtml
COVID-19 Policies

Year Renovated: 2019
Check in Time: 2:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 7
Total Number of Rooms: 78
General Manager: Edoardo Giuntoli

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

A blend of the new Italian Republic and French architect and interior designer, Jean-Philippe
Nuel's heady style, this icon overlooking the Villa Borghese has been tweaked for the 21st
century.

A condensed version of the soigne, service-oriented Sofitel brand, this prime second-tier
pick is in an enviable location two blocks west of Via Veneto, a lovely 15-minute stroll from
Via Condotti.

Property Overview

Traditionalists find favor in the hotel architectural detail, though the decor is decidedly bold
and modern—the French designer's custom modern appointments and art are certain to

kickstart purists' grumblings.

The public areas are scaled-down versions of those in the palace hotels, and staffers wear their credentials on their sleeves, opening doors,
answering questions and greeting guests by name.

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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Reception sets off the charge, with traditional raised-panel walls and inlaid marble floors providing a backdrop for the space-age, modular
podiums, abstract art and looming custom glass-and-crystal chandelier, the latter derived from somewhere between Melrose Avenue and
the isle of Murano.

Settimo, the garden-style rooftop restaurant and bar show similar eclectic tendencies. Even so, the terrace overlooking Villa Borghese is the
highlight. On the weekends, be sure to get a reservation as locals line up for a chance to dine here.

Accommodations

The unique guest rooms are bright and upbeat, with midcentury flourishes in the lighting and custom built-in bedsteads and storage. Art is
scattered about, either hung on the walls or stacked against them.

Beds are Sofitel's proprietary pillowtop models, and oversize framed wall-mirrors lend added visual space as well as titillating visuals for
those in bed.

Sofitel's business acumen comes into focus with multiple phones, 50-in smart TVs with Bose
sound systems, and blackout drapes.

Floor-to-ceiling Carrara marble and sleek designer sinks cut a trim but welcome profile in the
compact baths. Most sport glassed-in showers, though all have excellent lighting, magnifying
mirrors, Hermes toiletries, hair dryers, robes and slippers.

At barely 200 sq ft, Classic rooms are tight, but the Superior rooms open up a bit at 270 sq
ft. The best bets are the Luxury rooms adding an additional 100 sq ft, roomier sitting areas
with sofas and nearly double the floor space.

The best views are from the suites on the fourth and fifth floors, which overlook the gardens of
Villa Borghese. There are a few connecting rooms in the mix.

Nonstandard Amenities

Room service runs 24 hours. Housekeeping visits twice daily, completing an abridged turndown each evening. Wi-Fi is free. Parking is
US$61.

Advisor Notes

Globally conscious travelers are apt to find Sofitel to be a more hospitable house.

Comparable Properties

This is a smaller, more businesslike version of the neighboring, deluxe Hotel Eden, with a welcome mix of boldly appointed common areas
and modern guest rooms and suites.

Although it lies a step below the big boys in the neighborhood—St. Regis, Excelsior, Hassler, de Russie and, yes, Hotel Eden—this
relatively small residential-style hotel packs plenty of panache and dynamic traditional design into its limited public areas and guest rooms.

Paired with deft service, this gleaming underdog manages to outshine the Marriott and popular Rose Garden Hotel. The Sofitel operates on
a higher level than the Regina Hotel Baglioni, but Sofitel's public areas are not as spacious.

Latest Revision:   October 2019

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
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Basic Information

Year Renovated: 2019

Number of Floors: 7

Number of Rooms: 78

Chain: Sofitel Luxury Hotels
Chain Website:

http://www.sofitel.com

Rates & Policies

Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $459-$697 

Suite: $1,301-$1,301 

Meals: No Meals Included

Cancellation Policy: Cancel 24

hr prior to arrival with no charge

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location

In Rome. Just steps away from
Via Veneto and from the Piazza
di Spagna. 

Nearest Airports:

Rome / Ciampino- 35 km
Southeast, 45 min drive

Rome / Fiumicino- 38 km, 45
min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:

Spanish Steps and the Piazza di
Spagna (Monument)- 300 mtr

Galleria Borghese (Museum)-
150 mtr

Via Veneto (Famous Way)- 20
mtr

Restaurants On-
Site

Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar

On Site

Settimo Roman Cuisine &
Terrace (Bar with a view)

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

Air Conditioning

Cable/Satellite Television

Coffeemaker (some)

Daily Maid Service

Mini-Bar

Refrigerator

Rooms for Non-smokers

Safe (In Room)

Telephone

Television

NEARBY

Bicycling

Jogging Trails

Shopping Mall/Area

ON-SITE

Health Club

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES

Babysitting/Child Care

Concierge Services

Laundry Room

Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Multi-lingual Staff

Paid Onsite Parking

Room Service

Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES

A-V Equipment

Business Center

Copier

Fax

Meeting Facilities

PET AMENITIES

Pets Allowed

SECURITY

Electronic Key/Lock

Smoke Alarm in Rooms

Meetings Facilities

3 Meeting Rooms holding 104 people.
175 sq m of Meeting Space

Salon Lumiere

Location: Floor 1
Capacity:  Theater- 40, Classroom- 40, U-Shape- 20, Reception- 40, Banquet- 18

Salon Privee

Location: Floor 1
Capacity:  Theater- 12, Classroom- 10, U-Shape- 8, Reception- 12

Salon Cheminee

Location: Floor 1
Capacity:  , Classroom- 12, Reception- 12

Le Comptoir

52 sq m
Capacity:  , Banquet- 12

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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I n n  a t  t h e  S p a n i s h  S t e p s ,  R o m e ,  I t a l y

Inn at the Spanish Steps, Rome, Italy

Hotel Map & Neighborhood

© 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © OpenStreetMap© OpenStreetMap TermsTerms

2000 feet2000 feet 500 m500 m

Road

Via Dei Condotti, 85
Rome, Italy

Rates: $408-$1,184 (USD)

Phone: 39 06-6992-5657
Fax: 39 06-678-6470
E-mail: theinnatthespanishsteps@gmail.com
Web: https://www.theinnatthespanishsteps.com/en

Year Renovated: 2009
Check in Time: 2:00 PM
Check out Time: 11:59 AM
Number of Floors: 4
Total Number of Rooms: 24
General Manager: Gaetano Lauro

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

One of the flashier hotels in this neighborhood, Inn at the Spanish Steps is a glossy
sideshoot from the owners of the fabled Caffe Greco and the more subdued but equally
impressive Inn at the Roman Forum. This is also one of the only hotels to boast rooms with
views of the fabled flower-bedecked stairs below lovely twin-towered Triniti dei Monti.

Occupying a four-story 17th-century house where Hans Christian Andersen once lived, this
small hostelry mimics its epicenter location in the heart of Roman haute couture by providing
high-end accommodations, many with hat-box proportions, and a contemporary catwalk
fashion sense.

Property Overview

A tiny reception area guards the discreet entrance where formalities are undertaken. All arrivals enjoy a welcome drink, and Bellinis are
favored.

Just beyond, the Living Room creates a sophisticated setting, with plump armchairs and tea tables under a coffered ceiling. Guests can
take cocktails here, though most prefer to head to the roof, where a lounge and panoramic terrace await.

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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This hotel's rooftop aerie competes with the best in Rome, offering a fabulous penthouse breakfast room and alfresco terrace and seasonal
bar. Just keep in mind that the elevator only goes to the third floor, forcing guests to walk up one flight on their own.

Maintenance is generally excellent.

Accommodations

Individually decorated, with decidedly varied floor plans, guest quarters all boast trendy
appointments that combines contemporary and traditional fittings with a custom-designed
look that will please demanding travelers who shy from standardization. More residential in
feel than the majority in its ilk, this hotel also uses a pinch of restraint.

For some, the small entry-level accommodations create instant vertigo. But they are
undeniably elegant. Many display plank floors, upholstered walls, and beamed or frescoed
ceilings. Fireplaces are in the higher-end rooms, but beds can crowd the hearths. Top picks
also sport large furnished terraces.

Good beds, bedding, safes, flat-screen TVs and internet access are standard. Storage varies, with tight closet space an issue in some of
the lower-level entries.

Many of the marble-tiled baths feature whirlpool tubs and corny Roman friezes, though Etro toiletry kits, robes, combination tubs or stall
showers and hair dryers are standard.

Superiors occupy the back of the main building, while the larger, more costly Deluxe rooms and studios face the street. The Executive
rooms, too, are large and inviting at more than 300 sq ft.

The units are ridiculously expensive at peak times, offering questionable value for frugal folk, but few with ready funds complain. All of the
"view-category" guest quarters with bird's-eye views of the Spanish Steps and Roman rooftops also come with a princely price tag.

Best views are from the balcony rooms on the fourth floor of the main building; guests here
have either direct or angled views of the famed steps. The hotel's large number of oversize
suites and apartments are prized by dignitaries. There are no connecting rooms.

Nonstandard Amenities

A kitchen promises a limited but welcome room service menu until 10 pm. Breakfast is
included in the rooms booked directly through the hotel, and room service is available only in

the main building. Wi-Fi is complimentary. Self-parking in the neighborhood costs around
US$50.

Advisor Notes

Though professional, the staffers' attitudes ebb and flow with the seasons.

This fine upper-middle-grade boutique-hotel offers sleek contemporary accommodations in an epicenter locale popular with shoppers and
sightseers who value proximity to Rome's iconic landmarks.

Comparable Properties

This is a better but more expensive choice than the nearby Hotel Condotti. For slightly less outlay, Hotel Valadier offers up a quirky
contemporary perch across Piazza de Popolo. Travelers in search of more refinement on a larger scale should look into the nearby Hotel
D'Inghilterra, Hotel Eden, or better yet, the sleek Grand Hotel Via Veneto.

Latest Revision:   October 2019

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
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Basic Information

Year Renovated: 2009

Number of Floors: 4

Number of Rooms: 24

Rates & Policies

Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $408-$1,184 

Suite: $657-$1,067 

Meals: Continental Plan

Deposit Policy: 1st Night

Deposit
Cancellation Policy: 72 hours

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location

In Rome. Piazza di
Spagna. Located at the Spanish
Steps. Tourist.

Nearest Airports:

Rome / Fiumicino- 45 km, 45
min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:

Spanish Steps and the Piazza di
Spagna (Square)- 100 mtr

Villa Borghese (Park)- 500 mtr

Colosseum (Monument)- 1,500
mtr

Restaurants On-
Site

Dining: 1 bar On Site

Bar/Garden Terrace (Rooftop,
indoor lounge, Light Fare)

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

Air Conditioning

Balcony/Terrace (some)

Cable/Satellite Television

Coffeemaker

Daily Maid Service

Fireplace (working) (some)

Free Newspaper

Microwave Oven

Mini-Bar

Refrigerator

Rooms for Non-smokers

Safe (In Room)

Telephone

Television

Whirlpool (some)

NEARBY

Shopping Mall/Area

ON-SITE

Bicycling

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES

Babysitting/Child Care

Car Rental

Concierge Services

Concierge/Club Floor

Crib/Rollaway Bed

Currency Exchange

Laundry Room

Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Multi-lingual Staff

Room Service

BUSINESS SERVICES

Copier

Fax

Personal Computer

PET AMENITIES

Additional Fee for Pets

Pets Allowed

SECURITY

Electronic Key/Lock

Smoke Alarm in Rooms

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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T h e  F i f t e e n  K e y s  H o t e l ,  R o m e ,  I t a l y

The Fifteen Keys Hotel, Rome, Italy

Hotel Map & Neighborhood

© 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © OpenStreetMap© OpenStreetMap TermsTerms

2000 feet2000 feet 500 m500 m

Road

Via Urbana 6/7
Rome, Italy

Rates: $293-$541 (USD)

Phone: 39 06-4891-3446
Fax: 39 06-4891-3680
E-mail: info@fifteenkeys.com
Web: http://fifteenkeys.com/

Year Renovated: 2017
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 4
Total Number of Rooms: 15
General Manager: Sara

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

This small hotel has just 15 rooms, but its location in the trendy Monti neighborhood and its
high-powered hybrid town-house design are get attention. Stocked with a variety of eye-
catching vintage finds, the fair-size accommodations are done in slate, gray, dun and pale
blue, with 1950s pieces set against ancient exposed brick in some of the best rooms. Only
one unit, Terrace Blue, boasts a private terrace, though there are a few top floor rooms that
share a furnished balcony.

The lack of a restaurant isn't a problem in this neighborhood, and breakfast is packaged into
the rates, served in a light-filled room that spills out onto a little landscaped courtyard.
Despite its size, the front desk is staffed around the clock.

Rates are right in line with the small commercial hotels in town, such as Bailey's, Anglo
American and Britannia, but this is a peppy modernist with a beguiling residential tenor.

Latest Revision:   August 2017

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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Basic Information

Year Renovated: 2017

Number of Floors: 4

Number of Rooms: 15

Chain: ErmesHotels

Chain Website:

https://www.ermeshotels.com

Rates & Policies

Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $293-$372 - approx

20 sq m
Suite: $541-$541 - approx 45

sq m
Meals: Full Breakfast Included

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location

In Rome. in the heart of
cosmopolitan Rione Monti, in the
center of Rome. 

Nearest Airports:

Rome / Fiumicino- 29 km, 40
min drive

Rome / Ciampino- 15 km, 30
min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:

Colosseum- 1 km

Trevi Fountain- 1 km

Basilica di Santa Maria
Maggiore (church)- 300 mtr

Restaurants On-
Site

Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar

On Site

Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

Air Conditioning

Balcony/Terrace (some)

Cable/Satellite Television

Coffeemaker (some)

Daily Maid Service

Mini-Bar

Refrigerator

Rooms for Non-smokers

Safe (In Room)

Telephone

NEARBY

Shopping Mall/Area

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES

Babysitting/Child Care

Concierge Services

Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Multi-lingual Staff

Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES

Copier

Fax

PET AMENITIES

Additional Fee for Pets

Pets Allowed

Size Limit of 15 kgs

SECURITY

Electronic Key/Lock

Smoke Alarm in Rooms

Courtesy of: Cadence Travel
Cadence Travel
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T h e  I n n  a t  t h e  R o m a n  F o r u m ,  R o m e ,  I t a l y

The Inn at the Roman Forum, Rome, Italy

Hotel Map & Neighborhood

© 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © 2021 TomTom, © 2021 Microsoft Corporation, © OpenStreetMap© OpenStreetMap TermsTerms

2000 feet2000 feet 500 m500 m

Road

Via degli Ibernesi 30
Rome, Italy

Rates: $292-$689 (USD)

Phone: 39 06-6919-0970
Fax: 39 06-4543-8802
E-mail: info@theinnattheromanforum.com
Web: https://www.theinnattheromanforum.com/

Year Renovated: 2012
Check in Time: 2:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 4
Total Number of Rooms: 12
General Manager: Gaetano Lauro

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

Around the corner, and not to be mistaken for the larger, less refined Hotel Forum, on an
ancient cobblestoned street in a wonderfully dilapidated villa marked only with a small brass
plaque, this designer lair consistently offers up the kind of sophisticated contemporary style
and regional packaging demanding, well-heeled clients seek out.

Property Overview

This dreamy and historic outpost—there is an ancient Roman crypt in the basement—stands
proudly as one of the best boutique-hotels in the Eternal City.

Purpose built for sophisticates, the hotel's eclectic style is outstanding, blending chic Tuscan and Milanese appointments with antiques and
antiquities. Some of the patina is questionable, but the overall ambience is exceptional.

Staying here is akin to overnighting at a wealthy relative's home, and the complimentary afternoon wine and cheese soirees only bolster that
feeling.

All arrivals must ring to enter. Once inside, a narrow corridor leads to the small but smartly appointed reception area, where guests are
seated before a gracious staffer and a stern, early Roman bust. A welcome drink, wine of your choosing, is offered and guests are
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ceremoniously escorted to their rooms.

Public areas are limited but roomy. Common space is located on the fourth floor, reached via a small but relatively speedy elevator.

The common areas comprise a lovely breakfast salon, a step-down lounge and a small but impressive outdoor terrace planted with citrus.
The latter enjoys views out over the Forum and Piazza Venezia. While not as panoramic as
the terrace at the Hotel Forum, the setting is memorable, especially at night. Breakfast is not
overly generous, but it provides plenty of get-up-and-go with pastries and espresso.

The hotel's on-site archeological site is a wonder to behold, and staff provide mini tours of
the 2,000-year-old discovery. A number of relics are displayed in the lobby.

Accommodations

The accommodations start small and quickly leap into the comfort zone. However, most are
fairly spacious for Rome, and each is individually decorated to very high standards.

Traditionalists are in for a disappointment, with only a few fittings, art and artifacts aimed in
their direction. But this is a hotel geared toward worldly modern travelers willing to pay a little more for the pleasure of savoring something
unique.

No two rooms are alike, and high design softened with personal touches is a familiar sight in all of the units. Canopy beds are in a few guest
quarters, and parquet floors and custom area rugs are common.

Some of the black marble baths are a bit cramped, but everything you need is there: roomy vanity areas, great lighting, super selections of
Etro toiletries, towel warmers, bidets and either glassed-in stall showers, combination tubs or showers and jetted tubs. Hair dryers and
magnifying mirrors are also in play.

For a better handle on comfort, bypass the entry-level Superior rooms that measure in at a cozy 170-200 sq ft and opt for one of the large
Deluxe rooms that, thanks to varying proportions within each room category, are occasionally twice as large as the Superior rooms (350 sq

ft). Executive rooms are as spacious as many hotels' suites.

The top rooms are 401 and 402 which provide exemplary style and proportions as well as a
shared, landscaped garden that is a real rarity in Rome.

The suites are stunning, and the hotel harbors a few fully equipped apartments. The belle of
the ball is the gorgeous Rooftop Garden Suite with its own exclusive walled garden oasis. A
few of the one- and two-bedroom apartments also sport furnished terraces.

This hotel lacks adjoining rooms, but the apartments can host as many as eight.

Nonstandard Amenities

Limited room service is available until 11 pm, but turndown is provided each night. Breakfast is usually included in the rate. Wi-Fi is
complimentary, while parking is a self-service affair. The warm staff provide engaging service.

Advisor Notes

This hotel is priced high, but standards are just as lofty. Granted, the staff is far from the doting team at Hotel de Russie or the Hassler, and a
few oversights pop up here and there. Some of the rooms are small, but anyone booked into one of the suites and apartments is guaranteed
a spacious abode.

Comparable Properties

Hotel Forum is larger and livelier, with similar access and views of the Monti neighborhood's main event: Forum. Similar rates, equal
standards and roomier common areas can be found at the Albergo Del Senato, facing another iconic Roman landmark: The Pantheon.

Latest Revision:   October 2019
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Basic Information

Year Renovated: 2012

Number of Floors: 4

Number of Rooms: 12

Rates & Policies

Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $292-$689 

Suite: $375-$541 

Meals: Full Breakfast Included

Deposit Policy: must be

guaranteed with a credit card at
time of booking
Cancellation Policy:

Cancellation free of charge
within 72 hrs prior arrival date

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location

In Rome. Piazza
Venezia. Located in front of the
Roman Forum. 

Nearest Airports:

Rome / Fiumicino- 45 km, 45
min drive

Rome / Ciampino- 25 km, 25
min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:

Colosseum- .1 km

Spanish Steps and the Piazza di
Spagna- 1 km

St Peter's Square- 2 km

Restaurants On-
Site

Dining: 1 bar On Site

Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

Air Conditioning

Balcony/Terrace (some)

Coffeemaker

Daily Maid Service

Fireplace (working) (some)

Mini-Bar

Refrigerator

Rooms for Non-smokers

Safe (In Room)

Telephone

Television

NEARBY

Horseback Riding

Jogging Trails

Tennis (Indoor Tennis)

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES

Concierge Services

Crib/Rollaway Bed

Currency Exchange

Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Multi-lingual Staff

PET AMENITIES

Additional Fee for Pets

Pets Allowed

SECURITY

Electronic Key/Lock

Smoke Alarm in Rooms
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Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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